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Introduction

Seat is a mobile app that encourages productivity among young 
professionals by providing them with a clean and accessible list of 
locations where they can do their work. It addresses the problem of 
trying to find available workspaces and wasting time by going to 
one, only to find that there is no place to sit and work. Seat helps 
avoid the disappointment of not finding a workspace by providing 
real time, quantitative data of people currently at the location and 
even provides a way to secure a seat through a booking feature. 



Visual Brand
seat: a productivity mobile app
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Logo

Seat’s visual identity is minimalistic and 
clean with only one colour and a simple 
line art illustration in order to show a 
friendly but professional aesthetic.  The 
logo is made up of the app’s name and 
an illustration of a chair stacked on top 
of each other for more stability. Both 
image and text are in the colour purple 
which gives off a classy and 
professional vibe.

Logo – Primary 
#A7419E

App Icon  60px × 60px
#A7419E | 1pt Stroke

Logo – Alternate
#A7419E | 1pt Stroke
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Logo Application Safety Zone

Elements may be placed outside the 
highlighted area of the logo but there 
must be no elements placed within this 
area or overlapping this area.

Spacing around the logo is based on the width of lowercase “s” in 
Lato Semibold.
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Logo: Sizes

There are three different sizes that  
the logo can be found in. The size of 
the logo depends on its application,  
for example, the smallest size is for  
the app icon.

32px × 32px | 2pt stroke 50px × 50px | 3pt stroke 100px × 100px | 4pt stroke
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Logo Application Restrictions

The logo is a reflection of the brand 
and therefore should not be altered  
in the following ways:

Do not use gradients and shadows.

Do not use two different colours. Do not use non-brand colours.

Do not alter the kerning or spacing of text. Do not alter or distort the proportions.

Do not use outlines.
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Typography

The font used for the app is Lato, 
which we chose for its tall counters 
for better readability and for its 
professional but also friendly look.

Title

Lato – Bold
17pt | #000000 | ch 0.24 

Lato – Semibold
17pt | #000000 | ch -0.41

Lato – Regular
13pt | #8A8A8F | ch -0.39

Lato – Semibold
12pt | #8A8A8F | ch -0.21

Lato – Regular
10pt | #8A8A8F | ch 0.24

Lato – Regular
17pt | #000000 | ch -0.41

Lato – Regular
20pt | #000000 | ch -0.41

Lato – Semibold
15pt | #A7419E | ch -0.09

Lato – Regular
15pt | #666666 | ch -0.09

Heading

BodyTime

Segment Header

Subhead

Caption 1

Caption 2

Tab Bar Labels
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Colour Palette

The two main colours used for the 
brand are purple and grey. We chose 
purple for a professional and classy 
look and used the greys to enhance the 
purple. The purple is used mainly to 
emphasize an element, therefore used 
sparingly in our screens and only  
when we need to draw the user’s eye. 
The tones of grey help to draw  
more attention to the purple when 
viewed on a screen as they are 
contrasting in vibrance, therefore 
serving as more of an accompaniment.

#A7419E #EDD8EB #FAF6FA

Main selection, active 
states, active links, buttons, 
emphasized text

Secondary selection Infographic section highlight

Titles, body copy Pop up status bar 
background colour

Section titles, Subheads, 
caption, labels

Inactive links

Section dividers, lines,  
drop shadows

Infographic inactive state Navigation bar, Tool & Tab 
bar background colour

Default background colour

#000000 #4B4B4B #666666 #8A8A8F

#C8C7CC #EFEFF4 #F9F9F9 #FFFFFF

Shade of Greys
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Iconography

The icons follow a simple line art  
style, just like the logo, with rounded 
edges and strokes to continue the 
clean, professional, and friendly vibe  
of the brand. 

Fill | Active State # A7419EIconography sizes | Smallest to largest

1pt stroke | Active State #A7419E | Inactive State #666666
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Iconography Sizing Restrictions

Each icon size has its own restrictions 
on its application. Icons that appear 
more elongated have added spacing in 
order to keep its proportions but also 
contain it in a square.  

1.) 17x17 px - for filter icons

2.) 25x25 px - for the favourite icon

3.) 40x40 px - for  icons on the   
description page

4.) 60x60 px - for rating icons

1pt stroke | #666666

Margins: 3px Margins: 4px Margins: 5pxMargin: 5px

24px

24px
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Illustrations

The illustrations used for on boarding 
are meant to attract the user to the app. 
For this purpose, the illustrations are 
more fun and playful in terms of colours 
and line art, using more tones of purple 
and and only one tone of grey.

X: ±3pt  Y: ±3pt

3pt, 2pt, 1pt

Dashed outline, monochromatic, offset colour

Colour Pallette

Colour offset

Stroke weight

Illustration Style

#666666 #A674D1 #A7419E
50% opacity100% opacity100% opacity 20% opacity 5% opacity

#A7419E #A7419E
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Floor Plans

The floorpans are an important part  
of the app’s booking feature. It is 
important to follow the legend in order 
to indicate which seats are taken,  
which are available for booking, and 
which one the user selected.
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Photography

Photography for the app is only 
professional in order to showcase  
the locations better. Photos cannot  
be uploaded by users to avoid pictures 
that do not showcase the locations



UI Elements
seat: a productivity mobile app
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Buttons

All buttons in the app reflect the theme 
of the brand while also incorporating 
iOS guidelines.

Big button – Primary  343px × 46px | Corners: 5pt | #A7419E 

Filter tag  86px × 36px 
Corners: 5pt 
#EFEFF4

Action buttons  
Lato – Regular 17pt, 15pt  
#A7419E

Info 
24px × 24px 
#A7419E

Add
16px × 16px 
#A7419E

Dashboard collapse
Lato – Regular 12pt
#8A8A8F
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Button States

All buttons states in the app reflect the 
theme of the brand while also 
incorporating iOS guidelines.

Big button  343px × 46px | Corners: 5pt | #A7419E
Primary      Fill, No Border
Secondary  Stroke 1pt 

Filter tag – Unselected  
122px × 36px | Corners: 5pt | #EFEFF4
Lato – Regular 13pt | #666666

Filter tag – Selected  
122px × 36px | Corners: 5pt | #EDD8EB
Lato – Regular 13pt | #A7419E

Action tag – Inactive  
Lato – Regular 17pt | #8A8A8F

Action tag – Active  
Lato – Regular 17pt | #A7419E
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Button Applications

The proper application for button 
states, position, and spacing.

Info iconAction tag

Active state

Inactive state

Primary big button

Secondary big button
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Cards

We use cards in order to seperate  
and categorize the locations.  
There are different sizes fordifferent 
circumstances on the screen.

Tiles Card – Large Vertical  283px × 308px 
#F9F9F9 | Corners: 5pt 
Drop Shadow Y: 1 | Blur: 4 | #000000; 20% opacity 

Tiles Card – Small Vertical  169px × 273px  
#F9F9F9 | Corners: 5pt 
Shadow Y: 1 | Blur: 4 | #000000; 20% opacity

Tiles Card – Large Horizontal  355px × 170px
#FFFFFF | Corners: 5pt 
Drop Shadow Y: 1 | Blur: 4 | #000000; 20% opacity

Tiles Card – Small Horizontal  355px × 118px
#F9F9F9 | Corners: 5pt 
Drop Shadow Y: 1 | Blur: 4 | #000000; 20% opacity
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Miscellaneous

Additional elements of the app are 
based off of the iOS guidelines.

Calendar – Pop Up
344px × 368px | Corners: 5pt | #FFFFFF
Shadow Y:1; Blur: 4 | #000000; 20% opacity

Tile Card – Payment Method
355px × 95px | Corners: 5pt | #FFFFFF
Shadow Y:1; Blur: 4 | #000000; 20% opacity

Slider – Seat Selection
313px | inactive #666666 | active #A7419E
*reference the iOS UI controller/slides

Tile Card – On Boarding 
355px × 61px | Corners: 5pt | #FFFFFF

Unselected
Shadow Y:1; Blur: 4 | #000000; 20% opacity

Selected
Stroke 1pt | # A7419E

Bottom Navigation Bar
375px × 51px | #F9F9F9
Divider 0.5pt | #8A8A8F | 65% opacity

Time Picker 
Lato – Regular | 20pt | #666666
*reference the iOS UI date picker

Search Bar 
343px × 36px | #FFFFFF
Shadow Y:1 Blur: 4 | #000000; 20% opacity

Progress Bar
Current 17px × 17px | 1pt stroke | # A7419E
Completed 10px × 10px | #A7419E  
Incomplete 10px × 10px | # C8C7CC



Layout
seat: a productivity mobile app
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The Grid

The app uses a standard 6 column grid 
and is designed for iPhone 6-8 screens

Column Width 48px

Gutter Width 11px

Screen Size (iPhone 6/7/8) 
375px × 667px
6 columns
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Live Area & Margins: Screen

All content lies within the live area.  
All screens consistently use a 16 px 
margin  with exceptions to certain 
elements using 10px margins to follow 
iOS guidelines.

Margins 16px

Live Area 

343px × 667px
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Live Areas & Margins: Cards

Each card state has a consistent and 
defined margin for the information of 
the location

Margins 16px

Margins 10px

Margins 12px

Margins 6px

Margins 10px

Margins 12px

Margins 12px
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Spacing: Dashboard

Spacing for elements such as cards, 
navigation bars, search bars, and  
titles on the dashboard must remain 
consistent in all applications

12px

12px

12px
inter-margins

35px

10px
outer margins

41px
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Spacing: Booking History

Spacing of all elements in the booking 
history must remain consistent.

24px

24px

24px

12px

12px

10px
outer margins
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Spacing: Cards

There are different spacing rules for 
each state of the cards. Spacing within 
the card and outside the card must 
remain consistent in all appplications.

31px

7px

12px

16px

20px
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Screen Transitions

Each transition used in the app serves a purpose for 
helping the user navigate where they are in the app.

Instant
write the purpose for this transition here

Push Right
write the purpose for this transition here

Push Left
write the purpose for this transition here

Pop
write the purpose for this transition here

Slide Up
write the purpose for this transition here

Slide Down
write the purpose for this transition here
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Gestures

Each gesture serves the purpose of letting the user 
understand how to use the app in a way that is 
natural for them.

Horizontal Scroll
say sth about this gesture like for viewing 
cards

Tap
say sth about this gesture like main 
gesture

Vertical Scroll
say sth about this gesture like main 
gesture

Horizontal Slide
say sth about this gesture like used for 
what?
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Conclusion

Seat is a clean and friendly app that can help encourage 
productivity among young professionals and can help improve their 
workflow and their work in general. Seat targets an audience that is 
tech savvy and would benefit highly from a continuous 
improvement on the app like adding new features and rebranding 
for a better experience. As a generation who relies highly on apps, it 
has the potential to be used around the world.


